Questionnaire for applicants to Physics Graduate Program

What influenced your decision to apply to our program?

*Please mark each of the following with 0 (no influence), 1 (some influence), 2 (strong influence)*

___ Recruiting poster and/or flyer

___ Advice and/or suggestions from your professors

___ Advice and/or suggestions from other students you know

___ Your own internet search for research topics that interest you

___ Rankings of universities (e.g. US News and World Reports)

___ You heard about our research while reading scientific journal articles

___ You heard about our research at a talk by our faculty

___ You heard about our research at a conference

___ Direct communication with one or more of our faculty

___ The amount of financial support offered for Assistantships, Fellowships, and/or tuition

___ Quality of life in Northwest Arkansas

___ Desire to live close to family

___ Other (please specify) ________________________________